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buy Valentine's
Day gifts on their
smart phones.

send romantic texts.

Brandon Kissel | Clarion Staff

Whitney Vickers
post on Facebook.

Editor-in-Chief

Love can take several forms, but
regardless of what form love takes, it all
starts in our noggin.
Anne Soltysiak, professor at Sinclair
Community College, explains how
love affects the brain.
“Ironically, being in romantic love
is a lot like being stressed out and addicted to drugs,” she said.
Love causes the brain to feel as if
it is under stress, and she said it’s due
to the neurological pathways that are
involved.

of women say they would
end a relationship if they
did not receive a gift for
Valentine's Day.

of women buy
themselves flowers
for Valentine's Day.

Carly Orndorff | Clarion Staff

Top 5 gifts for

Valentine's Day

52% cards
48% candy
35% eating
out
34% flowers
17% jewelry

of all proposals happen
on Valentine's Day.

people expect to make
or receive a proposal
on Valentine's Day.

Carly Orndorff | Clarion Staff
dbsquaredinc.com

T H E

Andrew Fisher
News editor

With Valentine’s Day approaching, the anxieties of the holiday can
be disastrous for some, while others
see it as a day just like any other.
Sinclair Community College
student Tim Eckley knows just how
wrong the holiday can go.
“A few years ago, I got dumped on
Valentine’s Day,” he said. “We went
to dinner, she dumped me before
dessert — just like that. I still
paid the bill and everything.”
Eckley acknowledged his
experience was certainly a
worst-case scenario.
“That was by far the weirdest one,” he said. “But it’s still my
least favorite holiday, regardless.”
While some students loathe the
holiday, others seem to reject the
idea of Valentine’s Day altogether.
Adam Deaton, a first-year Biology
major at Sinclair, stays away from
the excitement.
“I prefer the anti-Valentine parties,” he said. “Last year, a bunch of
friends and I stayed in to watch movies and play board games.”
According to Deaton, spending
time with friends helps take some
of the stress away from not having a
valentine.
Sinclair Counselor Eric Henderson agrees.
“Valentine’s Day doesn’t have
to be a celebration of an intimate
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relationship,” he said. “It can simply
be a celebration of love for friends
and family.”
Henderson notes that just because
two people are together doesn’t necessarily mean they’re happy.
“Don’t let your happiness be based
on whether you’re in a relationship
or not,” he said. “Avoid the hype.”
Alexis Romer, an English major
at Sinclair, said her most memorable

Valentine’s
Day came on a year
that she was single.
“Last year, a few of my work
friends and I went all-out and made
valentines for each other, it was like
we were back in elementary school,”
she said. “Don’t take it too seriously
and you won’t get hurt.”
The idea of not taking it too seriously seems to work for others as
well. Katey Smalley, a Computer Science major, tries to keep the holiday
as light-hearted as possible.
“It’s so commercialized, I just try
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not to get too into it,” she said. “You
can do something nice for someone
you love any day of the year, without
the stress of Valentine’s Day.”
First-year student Mason Rex
knows firsthand the stress of the
holiday.
“I remember my first Valentine’s
Day with my first girlfriend was a
disaster,” he said. “I had a fever, but
I tried to go out anyway. I threw up
at dinner in front of the whole
restaurant. I’m not with that
girl anymore.”
Deaton also mentioned
restaurants as one of his
least favorite parts of the
holiday.
“I always hated taking a
date out to dinner on Valentine’s Day, because every restaurant is so crowded. It’s the total
opposite of romantic,” he said.
According to the National Restaurant Association, Valentine’s Day is
the second busiest day of the year for
restaurants, after Mother’s Day.
Still, others don’t seem to mind
the holiday. For first-year student
Ashley Jenkins and her boyfriend,
Valentine’s Day has become a tradition that revolves around good food
and drinks.
“The last few years, my boyfriend
and I have gotten a heart-shaped
pizza from Cassano’s. We keep it
simple,” she said. “For us, that’s the
true meaning of Valentine’s Day —
heart-shaped pizza.”

SI NC L A I R

Ann Soltysiak

Psychology professor at Sinclair

“I think anyone who has fallen madly in love can relate to the stress that it
causes,” she said. “It dominates your
thought patterns and it makes you feel
very nervous. You have all of the classic
stress symptoms like elevated heart
rate, blood pressure, muscle tenseness,
pupil dilation — all of the sympathetic
arousal that goes with fight or flight.”
Being in love lights up pathways in
the brain that lead to the release of the
stress hormones adrenaline, cortisol
and norepinephrine, which is responsible for some of the sympathetic arousal
symptoms, such as increased heart
rate, according to Soltysiak.
“All those things happen because
we’re in a highly aroused state, and to
some degree arousal is fairly similar,
no matter what is causing it. But love
doesn’t subjectively feel like being chased by a pit bull — at least it
shouldn’t,” she said. “The reason love
feels differently is because of what
other pathways are being lit up. Instead of the fear pathways coming out
of your amygdales, you have more left
brain activity, like an attraction kind of
stimulation in the brain.”
She said additional neurochemistry
involved with being in love includes
the release of oxytocin and dopamine.
Psychology continued on page 2
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Feb. 11

Sinclair Talks:
UpDayton — Come and find out
more about this great organization
Building 7, Marketplace, 11 to 1 p.m.

Feb. 12

Sinclair Talks:
Conflict Management

Building 2, Room 334, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

Feb. 17

Sinclair Talks:
An Appalachian Experience: A Story
of Resilience – Nora Stranger

Sinclair Talks:
MLA Style and Format

Building 7 Room L03, 1 to 2 p.m.

Feb. 12

Life and Health Science Fair
Student Presentatoins and
Job Fair to follow

Building 12, Great Hall 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 1 to 3p.m..

Feb. 12

Sinclair Talks:
Campus Clubs — Looking for ways
to get involved?
Building 7, Marketplace, 11:30 to 1:30 p.m..

Sinclair Women's and
Men's basketball
vs. Edison State Community College

Feb. 17

Sinclair Talks:
Interfaith Spring Break opportunity
Building 2, Room 334, noon to 1 p.m.

Building 8 Gymnasium, 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 13

Sinclair Talks:
Loving me Beyond what you see
Building 7, Room L21, 1 to 2 p.m.

Feb. 14

Sinclair Talks:
Time Management

Continued from front page

Library Loggia, 11 to noon

Feb. 12

Feb. 11

February 11, 2014p

Feb 18.

Sinclair Talks:
How to build a working
relationship with your instructors-

Brandon Kissel | Clarion Staff

Building 2, Room 334, noon to 1 p.m.

Feb. 19
Sinclair Talks:
International Series: South Africa
Building 8, stage area, noon to 1 p.m.

Building 2, Room 334, noon to 1 p.m.

Each week, the Clarion
will feature a photo
of students without
identifying them. Keep
your eye out for a Clarion
photographer throughout
this semester. It’s up to our
readers to figure out if they
or someone they know has
been spotted.

“You also have additional
neurochemistry that gets activated, and one of the most
important of these is oxytocin; it’s a very important
hormone in all mammals,
because it relates to childbirth … it’s an important
hormone for stimulating
lactation, it’s an important
hormone in both mother
and infant for stimulating
bonding types of emotional
states and behaviors,” she
said. “It’s also important in
romantic love, because it’s
part of the orgasm response
and it is also released when
you’re feeling that attraction, and it tends to make
you feel more comfortable,
more trusting, like being
close and cuddling, it leads
to that sense of ‘I want to
cuddle’ kind of thing. It’s a
very pro-social hormone, we
have mild amounts of that
when we have a good social
contact with someone, but
it’s pretty intense when it’s

Friday, Feb. 13-15
Singing Valentines

Across

1 Class with numbers
5 One making a coffee run, say
10 Spot to shop
14 Lot measurement
15 Skip over, in speech
16 Reed to which an orchestra tunes
17 Bil Keane comic strip
20 Briny
21 Buzzing homes
22 Tree houses?
23 Journalist Sawyer
25 Chess pieces
26 Chess piece
28 Bygone Honda CR-V rival
34 Teacher's Apple
35 Expansive
36 Gardner of Hollywood
37 Strip of latticework
38 Low card
40 "It's Your Space" rental company
41 Gobbled up
42 "The Clan of the Cave Bear"
author Jean
43 Diet label word
44 Flier's upgrade
48 Fruity quenchers
49 It may be doffed
50 Backup strategy
52 Like an enthusiastic crowd
55 Guiding principle
57 Sub sandwich dressing item
60 Sondheim song, and a hint to the
ends of 17-, 28- and 44-Across
63 Wear a hole in the carpet
64 Dance studio rail
65 Actress Fey
66 Winter transport
67 Prints and threads, to detectives
68 __ in Show: dog prize

Down

1 Wrestling surfaces
2 Workout woe
3 Stay afloat in place
4 Pajamaed mogul, familiarly
5 Zodiac's Twins
6 Martini garnishes
7 Store in a folder
8 Ice cream brand
9 TiVo button
10 Multitalented Rita
11 Basic lessons
12 Big oaf
13 Not as much
18 "Figured it out!"
19 Unmoving
24 Creep (along)
25 Source of inspiration
26 Rice dish
27 Vintage violin
29 Throat dangler
30 Tween heartthrob Efron
31 "Life on Mars?" singer
32 Online party notice
33 Desert retreats
38 Conduit for tears
39 Slippery swimmer
40 Oscar winner Arkin
42 Arcade pioneer
45 Out of the sun
46 Region of influence
47 Cuts for a sandwich
51 Commonly injured knee ligament, for short
52 Deadly snakes
53 Genuine
54 A single time
55 List finisher: Abbr.
56 No __ traffic
58 Travelers' stops
59 Future D.A.'s hurdle
61 "The Voice" network
62 Gambling letters

The objective of the game is to fill
all the blank squares in a game with
the correct numbers. There are three
very simple constraints to follow. In a
9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9
by 9 square must include all digits
1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins with
some squares already filled in, and
the difficulty of each game is due to
how many squares are filled in. The
more squares that are known, the
easier it is to figure out which numbers go in the open squares. As you
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fill in squares correctly, options for
the remaining squares are narrowed
and it becomes easier to fill them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by looking for
numbers that occur frequently in the
initial puzzle. For example, say you
have a lot of 5’s in the initial puzzle.
Look for the 3x3 box where there is
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows and
columns that can help you eliminate
where the 5 might go in that box.
If there is a 5 in column’s 1 and 2,
then there can’t be a 5 anywhere
else in either of those columns. You
know then that whatever leftmost
3x3 box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in that
box except for 1 square, you’ve got
it down!
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Send a barbershop harmony to
serenade your valentine. Package
includes two love songs, a box of
candy, a rose and a card. It will be
delivered Feb. 13-15.
Call (937) 985-1720 or email
miamivalleymusicmen@gmail.com
to schedule your appointment.
Costs $40

Friday, Feb. 14
Valentine’s Evening
Under the Stars

Digital planetarium technology,
along with love songs, to be
featured in the Caryl D. Phillips
Space Theatre.
Boonshoft Museum of Discovery
Costs $25/couple, must be 18

romantic.”
Dopamine is a chemical
in the brain that gives us the
feeling of being rewarded.
“Dopamine is a reward
chemical in the brain. It
works through the median
forebrain bundle, which is
part of the brain that’s lit up
whenever we’re doing something that’s very pleasurable,” she said. “Dopamine
is like a pleasure/reward
brain chemical, and that
of course makes us crave
more of whatever is causing
that release. That craving,
when it’s expressed for say,
crack cocaine or something,
means that anything that
reminds you of doing the
drug will bring forth the
craving and make you seek
the drug. When it comes to
romantic love, anything that
reminds you of the object of
your affection also can light
up those craving pathways
and cause you to seek out
that person.”

and up to attend.
Reservations required and can be
made online; call (937) 275-7431,
ex. 122 for more information.
Event starts at 6 p.m.

Friday, Feb 14
Play the Game of Love

Speed dating presented in a way
that allows singles to meet and
mingle with other singles, while
playing 10 different games; each
game, individuals will meet their
opponents, play then repeat.
Pre-register on the website for
a discount; fee includes games,
food and non-alcoholic drinks.
Scene75 Entertainment Center
Costs $15 in pre-registered, $20
at door; must be 18 and up to
attend. Event starts at 9 p.m. and
ends at 10:30 p.m.

In the Feb. 4 edition, the Clarion ran a story regarding the Life and Health
Sciences Job Fair, hosted by Career Services. In the story, the following
corrections should be made:
The Job Fair will be hosted on Feb. 12, not Feb. 7; student presentations will
start at 11:30 a.m. and will end at 1 p.m. The Job Fair will begin at 1 p.m. And
will end at 3 p.m.
All students, alumni and community members are eligible for assistance in
Career Services.
We apologize for the mistakes.
It is the Clarion's policy to correct all errors. If you notice any errors in the Clarion newspaper, please contact us through email at clarion @sinclair.
edu or by phone at (937) 512-2744. Write "Corrections" in the subject line of the email. All corrections will appear in this space.
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Giving your heart away may
take on a whole new meaning
this Valentine’s Day.
A statistic from organdonor.
gov claims that one organ
donor could save up to eight
lives.
Harry Sloan, who holds a
doctorate degree in biology
and professor at Sinclair Community College, agrees with
the statement, adding that tissues can also be donated when
a person is in need.
“In the unfortunate event
that you become brain dead,
your organs can be harvested,”
Sloan said. “They can potentially be used to help eight
people, and your tissues would
help about 50 people.”
Brain death occurs when
your brain is not receiving sufficient nutrition and oxygen,
and blood flow is decreasing.
When an individual’s brain
and brain stem has lost all
neurological function, Sloan
said that is when an organ is
harvested.
“The individual is usually
on life support,” he said.
Sloan acknowledged that
organ donation is a sensitive
topic, urging those thinking
about donating to research
before making a choice.
“There is a term that everybody uses; closure — there
is no closure,” he said. “What
you look for is something to
make sense out of what has
happened and you try to rationalize it based on your world
view, and I think that’s where
some of the doubt about [do-

nation] comes from.”
Sloan said benefits for the
donator come before donation, where the individual is in
a position where they feel they
can help people.
“In a way, you could be
helping other people live a
healthier life,” he said.
Sloan also said there are
negatives when it comes to organ donation and transplants,
including incompatibility.

Harry Sloan

Biology professor at Sinclair

“Things are not 100 percent
and the success rate is dependent on a lot of factors,” he
said. “There is a compatibility
issue on whether the person
would have rejection, and that
does happen.”
However, Sloan believes
the benefits of donation often
outweigh the negatives. Donation does not only help with
life in more severe cases, but it
can help with sight if donating
your cornea, mobility if donating tissues and possibly even
hearing.
“When you sign up for

organ donation, what you are
really saying is that you are
volunteering to help somebody else,” he said.
Donatelifeohio.org said that
3,400 Ohioians are waiting for
a life-saving organ transplant.
“I view that my body is just
composed of molecules and
chemicals,” he said. “If I’m
not able to think, behave and
respond — at that point my
brain doesn’t need [an organ]
anymore if I’m not functioning.”
There are also organs that
you can donate while still
alive, according to donatelifeohio.org.
“Almost 36 percent of
all kidney transplants are
performed with living donors, who are often related
to the person needing the
transplant,” the website said.
“People can live normal lives
with just one healthy kidney.
There are also new methods of
transplanting a part of a living
adult’s liver, pancreas or lung.”
If an individual changes
their mind on the choice to
donate, an option is available
online where they can deregister or complete an enrollment
form in person, according to
donatelife.org.
Sloan said no matter if the
person chooses to donate or
not, they should think about
the topic, because at some
point they may be in need of
an organ or tissue.
“If I can help someone to
live a better life, then that’s
what I want,” Sloan said. “But
I am able to make that decision and that’s the key thing
— not everybody can.”

To understand Valentine’s
Day you have to let yourself
become completely submerged within it.
Plan your night, purchase
the reddest roses you can
find, make valentines — tell
someone significant in your
life that you love them and
have since the moment you
laid eyes on them.
Participate in the anti-Valentine’s Day parties, purchase
some sappy movies from RedBox and tell yourself that you
hate everyone who celebrates
Valentine’s Day because it
is one big Hallmark piece of
crap, while eating as much ice
cream as you can consume in
24 hours.
Whatever you choose to
do, make sure you do it with
as much passion as you can,
because when you are really
passionate about something,
no matter if it is positive or
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negative — some sort of
enlightening experience is
bound to come out of it.
For example, about two
years ago I had an ex who
bought me wilting flowers for
Valentine’s Day because they
were “half-price.” It wasn’t
one of the best days I can remember having, but it wasn’t
the worst either. A couple of
years previous to that, I can
remember specifically telling
my little brother that I loved
him, while purchasing him
a candy bar with a very big
smile on my face.
Whatever happens to you
on this day, use it as a day to
help create another chapter
in your life. So what if you get
dumped? So what if you get
engaged? Okay, maybe not
‘so what’ about the engagement — that’s a big step. But
regardless of what happens,
the world will continue to
turn and the seasons will
change no matter if you have a
wonderful Valentine’s Day or

if you have a bad one.
With that bad night I had
a little over two years ago, it
helped me realize that maybe
I was putting too much emphasis on what I thought the
relationship could turn into,
instead of what it actually was
— the fact that my ex and I
just did not work together.
By showing my brother I
loved him with a simple candy
bar, it helped to remind me
that I should be thankful for
the people I have in my life
that bring me joy, that it is the
small things that matter.
In bringing yourself back
down to earth, realizing that
everything in life does not
happen solely on the basis of
Valentine’s Day, you will see
both the value and presence
that everything has in your
life that does not revolve
around those 24 hours and
take it as it is — another day
to be thankful you had the
freedom and time to either
hate it or love it.

Requirements
-Must be a quick learner who
works well with others
-Minimum of 6 credit hours on
campus
-Able to train during spring/summer
semester
-Have a strong understanding
of the principles of design
-Visual Communications major
graduating in spring 2015

-Currently have a 2.0 GPA or better
-Have a portfolio to present during
interview
-Knowledge of the Adobe Creative
Suite
-Photography and web knowledge
is a plus
-Hourly wage

BREAK UP
with your housing

RATES AS LOW AS $454
UPGRADED CLUBHOUSE + NEW STUDY ROOMS + UPGRADED SWIMMING POOL & POOL FURNITURE
PRIVATE BED & BATH + FURNISHED APARTMENTS + HARDWOOD-STYLE FLOORS AVAILABLE
LEATHER-STYLE FURNITURE + COMPUTER CENTER WITH iMACS & FREE PRINTING + FITNESS CENTER
FREE TANNING + BILLIARDS & FOOSBALL + 1 & 2 SEMESTER LEASES AVAILABLE

T H E P R O V I N C E DAY TO N .C O M • 3 4 1 9 C LO V E R I D G E C T. • 9 3 7. 4 2 9. 5 2 8 8

Rates & amenities subject to change. See office for details.
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Amy Brown
Contributing Writer

The following sports editorial was written by Amy Brown,
assistant to the athletic director, and was submitted by Jeff
Price, athletic director.
The Sinclair men’s basketball
team (18-3, 3-1) hosted Lakeland (10-9, 2-2) who handed
them their first conference
loss in overtime at Lakeland.
Sinclair is now ranked eighth
in the nation for the eighth
consecutive week and coming
off with road wins at Columbus
State and Edison. Sinclair Head
Coach Jeff Price and Lakeland
Head Coach Terry Bowe
joined together on Jan. 25 to
raise awareness about the fight
against cancer as they both
sported suits and sneakers as
part of the Coaches vs Cancer
Suits and Sneakers weekend.
The first half was much
like the game at Lakeland —
close, with every basket being
contested and every rebound
being hard-fought. Lakeland
hit first, getting an underneath
bucket and taking a 2 - 0 lead.
The first half was a physical
battle and Sinclair came out on
top leading at halftime 32 - 30.

PJ Weaver led Sinclair with 13
points in the first half and he
also grabbed five rebounds.
The second half remained
close with Lakeland starting
to pull away until Deiontay
Walters and Ramar Hairston
hit back-to-back three-pointers
and trailed by three with 10
minutes to play (53 - 50). Sinclair pulled to within one point
off of a Deiontay Walters shot,
53 - 52. As the game started
to wind down, Trace Cureton
hit a three and put Sinclair
up by four with less than five
minutes to play, and PJ Weaver
followed, hitting another three
and Sinclair took a 64 - 59 lead.
Trace Cureton hit another
three to put Sinclair up 67 - 63
with one minute, 35 seconds
remaining before Lakeland
started to foul. Lakeland was
able to pull to within one point
at 74 - 73 with seven seconds
remaining and the ball at center
court. Lakeland missed their
final attempt and Deiontay
Walters collected the rebound
and was immediately fouled,
making both free throws to end
the game.
Sinclair survived a tough
battle defeating Lakeland 76
-73. Sinclair shot 70.8 percent
from the free throw line in the

second half as well as shooting
71.4 percent from the three
point line.
Leading scorer for Sinclair
was PJ Weaver (6-5/SO –
Meadowdale H.S., Dayton,
OH) who put up 21 points and
grabbed six rebounds. Other
top scorers included Deiontay
Walters (5-10/FR – Princeton
H.S., Cincinnati, OH) who
tallied 12 points and had three
assists. Trace Cureton (6-4/
SO – Cathedral H.S., Indianapolis, IN) recorded 11 points
and snatched five rebounds.
Conner Myslowski (6-4/FR
– West Carrollton H.S., West
Carrollton, OH) led the team
with nine rebounds and added
five points. Ashier Poole (6-0/
FR – Benedictine highschool,
Cleveland, OH) led the team
in assists dishing out four and
adding six points.
Sinclair will be on the road
for the next three games and
then will finish the season off
with five consecutive home
contests. The next home game
will be on Wednesday, Feb. 12,
2014 when they face Edison
at 7:30 p.m. following the
women’s game at 5:30 p.m. All
home games are held at Sinclair
Community College in the
gymnasium in Building 8.

Sinclair had been the number one seed in the Regional
Tournament in school history,
and at the end of the season
the team ranked fifth in the
nation in kills per set, digs per
set and sixth in assists per set.
One of the principal reasons for such success was the
continued dominance of two
time NJCAA All-American
Jessica Thobe. The sophomore
led the nation in kills as a
freshman, and this past season returned as the key piece
in Coach KC Gan’s offense.
Thobe was third in the nation
in hitting percentage (.423) as
well as third in kills with 590.
She finished fourth in kills per
set (4.61), despite many times
playing in pain.
“Last season I had a few
injuries that would flame up
occasionally, but once you get
playing you can kind of put
it in the back of your mind,"
Thobe said. "I never wanted to
let my team down.”
Despite a loss to Mus-

kegon Community College
in postseason tournament
play, the consensus stands as
such: consummate teammate,
leader and winner.
“Jess always gave 100
percent, whether leading us
in games or mediating with
coach … she played on a bad
shin most of the last game
and never gave up,” teammate
Sara Brierly said.
Thobe’s plan for next year is
still a work-in-progress. Thobe
intends to finish her coursework at Sinclair this spring,
and then enroll at Wheeling
Jesuit as a full-scholarship
athlete this summer.
“The coaching staff there
is a nice fit and it allows me
to stay close to home, so I
am definitely grateful for the
belief and support from both
Wheeling and Sinclair,” she
said.
Coming off two historical
seasons already, the third
chapter promises to be one to
watch.

organizations in attendance
at the health fair will be: Care
Source, Miami Valley Women’s Center, Kettering Medical Center Health Outreach
Network, Life Connections
of Ohio, Planned Parenthood,
Bio Life Plasma Services,
West Central Ohio Comprehensive Sickle Cell Center,
Alzheimer’s Association,
Samaritan Behavioral Health,
Insight Womanline, Helping
Hand Community Outreach,
the YMCA, Day-Mont Behavioral Health Care, The Glen,

Miami Valley Down Syndrome Association, Center for
Health Communities, United
Rehabilitation Services and
the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, Specialist in the
Student Leadership Development office Karen Williams
said in an email.
The featured events range
from Wii sports games, line
dancing, Zumba and a pep
rally.
The event will take place
from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. in
the basement of Building 8.

Amy Brown
Contributing Writer

The following sports editorial
was written by Amy Brown,
assistant to the athletic director,
and submitted by Jeff Price,
athletic director.
The Sinclair women’s
basketball team (11-10, 3-1)
hosted Lakeland (3-16, 0-4)
on Saturday, Jan. 25. Sinclair’s
pressure proved to be too much
for Lakeland and they beat the
Lakers 71 - 59.
Sinclair struck first as Ashley
Morrow hit a shot to give Sinclair a 2 - 0 lead. Lakeland then
took control, leading 6 - 4 with
less than 16 minutes. O’Sha
Owens gave Sinclair the jumpstart they needed to regain the
lead when she hit a jumper to
put Sinclair up 7 - 6 and then hit
a three to give Sinclair the 11 - 8
advantage with 14 minutes and
30 seconds left to play.
Sakia Prude snatched the
steal, followed by the put pack
rebound to tie the game 21 - 21
with less than six minutes to
play. Jenae Curtiss got the layup
and Sinclair regained the lead
23 - 21. Lakeland and Sinclair
exchanged one-point leads back
and forth for the rest of the half

Jason Sedy

Clarion Archive

Jessica Thobe was named an AllAmerican player.

Trace Cureton
Reporter

This past season, the
Sinclair Community College
volleyball team amassed a 35
- 6 record overall, winning 10
of 12 in conference play. Built
upon a deep reservoir of talent
and experienced coaching,
the 2013 team was a huge
success; it was the first time

Whitney Vickers

Editor-in-Chief

Sinclair Community College will host its 5th Annual
Student Health and Service
Fair on Tuesday, Feb. 11,
starting at 11 a.m.
The event will feature various events and representatives
from student service departments, clubs and organizations on campus and numerous health organizations in
the community will attend.
The represented health

Copy Editor

Sinclair Community College is recognizing the Season of Nonviolence, which
started on Jan. 30 and will
end on April 4, 2014.
The Season of Nonviolence was founded in 1996
by Dr. Arun Gandhi, the
grandson of Mohandas
Gandhi, as a “yearly celebration of the philosophies
of Mohandas Gandhi and
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr,” according to Wikipedia.
“The Season of Nonviolence is a way for participants to understand that
there is a peaceful means by
which to address conf lict
in our world,” Ohio Fellows Advisor Tom Roberts
said. “It’s an international
celebration, and we’ve been
doing it [at Sinclair] for
about 10 years.”
The beginning of the
Season marks the anniversary of the death of Gandhi,
and the end of the Season
on April 4 marks the anniversary of the death of Dr.
King.
This year’s season is
themed “Turning the Global
Tide,” and is meant to honor
the life of Nelson Mandela,
Roberts said.
Roberts said students are
encouraged to have conversations about how we can
address things like different
religious beliefs, resolving
conf licts in a peaceful way
and the environment. He
also said that it’s a way to

Multicultural Health Fair Events
Wii Sports Games
11 a.m. — 12:30 p.m.

Zumba with Furaha
Henry-Jones and the
African American
Culture Club
12:30 p.m. — 1 p.m.

Line dancing with
members of the SLD
office and the women of
A.C.E.S. Club
1 p.m. — 1:30p.m.

Pep rally and meet and
greet with the Sinclair
Tartan women's and
men's basketball teams
1:30 p.m. — 2 p.m.

The following night
will feature both teams
playing against Edison
Community College in
"SGA's Night at
the Game"
5:30 p.m. — 7:30 p.m.

contact our advertising
representative at
512-2744
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with 13 lead changes.
It was a very close first half,
which led to a tie ball game
going into halftime 30 - 30.
O’Sha Owens led Sinclair with
10 points and three rebounds in
the first half.
Jenae Curtiss hit a jumper
to start off the second half
32 -30. Ashley Morrow got a
lay-up after a Sinclair steal and
put Sinclair up 40 - 32. Lakeland’s Emily Elkins hit a three,
cutting their deficit to 42 - 35.
O’Sha Owens hit a three to
give Sinclair a 10 point lead
over Lakeland with 11 minutes
remaining.
After gaining a 10-point lead
Sinclair began to pull away and
capitalized on Lakeland’s 28
turnovers. Breanna Ball was
fouled with seven minutes, 3
seconds to play, went 2 - 2 from
the free throw line and gave
Sinclair the lead 58 - 43. Sinclair
scored 24 points off of Lakeland turnovers.
Sinclair proved to be too
much for Lakeland and beat
them for the second time
this season. Sinclair shot 51.5
percent in the second half and
shot 75 percent from the free
throw line.
Sinclair was led by O’Sha
Owens (5-4/FR – Elida

H.S., Elida, OH) who tallied 21 points, brought down
six rebounds and got four
steals. Other leading scorers
included Jenae Curtiss (5-9/
FR – Thurgood Marshall H.S.,
Dayton, OH) who recorded
12 points. Breanna Ball (5-6/
FR – Belmont H.S., Dayton,
OH) tallied 11 points, grabbed
six rebounds, dished out four
assists, and had three steals.
Ashley Morrow (5-6/FR –
Springboro H.S., Springboro,
OH) added 10 points, three
steals and led the team with five
assists. Darnesha Wesley (5-7/
FR – Meadowdale H.S., Dayton, OH) was a co-leader on the
team for rebounds with seven,
and also recorded six points.
Sakia Prude (5-3/FR – Thurgood Marshall H.S., Dayton,
OH) had a career-high seven
rebounds and eight points.
Sinclair will be on the road
for the next three games and
then will finish the season off
at home with five home battles
in a row. The next home game
will be on Wednesday, Feb. 12,
2014 when they face Edison at
5:30 p.m. The men’s game will
follow at 7:30 p.m. All home
games are held at Sinclair Community College in the gymnasium in Building 8.

show students that nonviolence is a way of life, and
not just something that we
celebrate on Gandhi’s or Dr.
King’s anniversary; it requires “constant vigilance.”
Sinclair will host different events, activities and
presentations during the
Season of Nonviolence,
including the Golden Rule
Workshop and the Peace
Pole Project. This year,
Sinclair will also be incorporating Earth Day into the
celebration.
Sinclair’s News and
Events web page describes
the Golden Rule workshop as “an opportunity to
encounter the Golden Rule
in 13 of the world’s religious
and spiritual traditions and
to learn principles of interfaith dialogue.”
The Golden Rule workshop will take place on Feb.
18 from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. in
Building 7, Room 7006.
On April 4, there will be
a closing ceremony at the
stage area in Building 8.
Highlights of the 2014 celebration will be discussed
and a Peace Pole may be
dedicated.
According to peacepoleproject.org, “a Peace Pole is
a monument that displays
the message ‘may peace
prevail on earth’ in several
different languages.”
The Peace Pole Project
estimates there are more
than 200,000 peace poles in
every country throughout
the world.
On April 21, in recognition of Earth Day, there will

be an event at the stage area
in Building 8, with speakers from the University of
Dayton River Stewards and
the Miami Conservancy
District.
The River Stewards are
part of the University of
Dayton River Institute, and
its mission is to, “build opportunities for the Dayton
community to see our rivers
as the strategic natural
resource central to the communal, economic, aesthetic
and ecological vitality of the
region.”
The Miami Conservancy
District’s core mission is
f lood protection, and their
stated vision is “thriving
communities, a healthy watershed and a higher quality
of life, sustained by wellmanaged water resources
throughout the watershed.”
The Miami Valley is home
to the Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer, which
provides drinking water
for approximately 2 million
people in Southwest Ohio.
In addition to the speakers from University of
Dayton and the Miami
Conservancy District, there
will be student displays and
presentations related to
Earth Day, as well as Earth
Day-music, Roberts said.
The Season of Nonviolence is sponsored by the
Ohio Fellows, Student
Government Association
and the Office of Campus
Ministry.
For more information
about the Season of Nonviolence, call (937) 512-2509.
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How do you feel about
the recent school closings due
to inclement weather?
Photos & Reporting by Jason Sedy

Dylan Murphy

Computer Information Systems

“They do a good job of closing the school
when it needs to be closed, [except for]
the people who are already here and have
class for another two hours after they’ve
already closed the campus.”

Matthew Tankersley

Information Technology

“Last Tuesday when it was cold I didn’t
think it was entirely necessary, but when
we were off because of the snow, I
think that was good because a lot more
accidents happen because of the snow.”

Robyn Howard

Automotive Technology

“When it’s cold like this, with a 30-below
wind-chill . . . yeah, they should close it; if
there’s six inches of snow on the ground,
go ahead and close it. Nobody wants to
go out in six inches of snow.”

Craig Anderson
Political Science

I think they’re looking out for our best
interests, but we’re on a fixed schedule
so it’s not like we can make up those
[missed] days, and we get crammed trying
to make up tests.”

Wendy Orent
Los Angeles Times
(MCT)

Doctors used to call influenza "knock-me-down" fever,
and there was a reason for that.
Anyone who's suffered through
a bout of it knows the miseries:
the headaches, the throat that
feels scrubbed with sandpaper,
the fever so high you're floating
on the edge of delirium. And
then there is the cough, the
muscle pain, the general misery.
Worse still: Flu can kill, though
not often, and typically only
the very young, the elderly and
those with compromised immune systems.
So what do you do? Because
fever-reducing medicines make
you feel better, the natural thing
is to reach for that bottle of ibuprofen or acetaminophen and
power through. New research,
however, suggests that may be
exactly the wrong approach.
A recent study published in
the Proceedings of the Royal
Society by researchers at McMaster University found that
reducing your fever is likely to
extend your illness. Moreover,
fever-reducing medicines can
increase the rate of transmission by making you feel well
enough to go back to work or
school and cough and spread
your germs. The fact that you
feel better doesn't mean that
you are better, just that you've

become a more likely virus
delivery vehicle.
Paul Andrews, an evolutionary biologist at McMaster and
one of the coauthors of the
Royal Society article, puts it
this way: "I think it's pretty darn
clear that fever is an evolved
adaptation. Fever activates,
regulates and promotes the immune system."
In warm-blooded organisms
such as birds and mammals,
Andrews explains, "our brain
kicks in to regulate our body
temperature." Cold-blooded
reptiles and fish have their own
strategies: "Fish move into
warmer water to raise core body
temperature when they have
an infection." So fever is what
evolutionary biologists call
evolutionarily conserved: It's
there for a purpose, and during
acute illnesses, it can be good
for the host. High temperatures
may kill some germs, but even
more important, fever sets in
motion an entire immunological process.
The idea that reducing fever
with medication might make
you sicker is not new. Studies
of rhinovirus (a cause of the
common cold), chickenpox
and malaria have suggested
that lowering temperatures
prolongs and worsens infections. According to evolutionary biologist Paul Ewald of the
University of Louisville, it's
not only the reduction in fever

per se that's dangerous but the
reduction in inflammation.
That suggests that aspirin and
ibuprofen, which curb inflammation as well as fever, might
be worse to take when you have
the flu than acetaminophen,
which doesn't.
But acetaminophen is no answer. According to a 1989 study
in the Journal of Pediatrics,
children with chickenpox who
took acetaminophen remained
sick and infectious longer than
those who didn't.
And what about taking that
mixed cocktail of over-thecounter medication to stop the
sneezing and coughing? Ewald
says that although this might
cut down on spreading infections, it's unlikely to help you
get better faster. Sneezing and
coughing help clear irritants
from your respiratory system.
Stopping sneezing and coughing might reduce transmission,
but, as virologist Earl Brown of
the University of Ottawa says, it
also means you're not clearing out irritants. Sneezing and
coughing gets virus out of your
nose and lungs, so stopping that
sneeze might keep you sicker
longer.
And there's still another
twist: Fever isn't always your
friend. As Ewald argues, fevers
and inflammation in chronic
as opposed to acute infections
might actually be harmful. If
persistent infections keep caus-

ing inflammation and damaging cells, the harm done to the
body could be significant. You
want to cut down on persistent
inflammation, which is why anti-inflammatory drugs are used
in arthritis and other inflammatory conditions. Long-term
inflammation, Ewald says, can
cause cancer and other harmful
effects.
Untangling these runic
complications will take much
more research. But what we
can say unequivocally is that
there's likely to be a real evolutionary benefit to staying
at home while you're acutely
sick. Andrews points out that
taking fever reducers may
push circulating influenza
toward virulence by allowing nastier strains to spread.
Ewald makes the same point
in reverse: One way to push
influenza strains toward mildness is to keep everyone sick
enough to medicate at home
instead. If you had a case of flu
so mild you barely noticed it,
you'd only spread mild germs.
So, logically, if the really
sick didn't go out, the influenza strains that managed to
spread would likely evolve
toward mildness. That's good
for everyone.
The long and short of it: If
you're sick enough to need
medicine, do yourself and
everyone else a favor.
Just stay home.

Letters to the editor may be submitted to the Clarion in Building 8 Room 027 or by email,
clarion@sinclair.edu. Submissions might be edited for space.
No anonymous submissions will be accepted. All submissions must include author's name and phone
number. The Clarion reserves the right to edit all letters. Deadline is Monday at noon for the following
Tuesday publication. There will be no exceptions to this policy.
Submission does not guarantee publication. Space availability determines publication. When
space is limited, articles may be filed for publication at a later date.
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26th Annual

Career Job Fair

Life & Health Sciences

Wednesday, February 12, 2014
The Great Hall, Building 12

9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Student Presentations- Come and view interactive student displays and presentations about
various topics from students in the Life and Health Sciences Division.

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Career and Job Fair- Network with employers in the healthcare industry who will be recruiting for
various positions. Industries include: Hospitals, Clinics and Treatment Centers; Health and Fitness
Centers; Non-Profits; State and Government Agencies; and Educational Settings.
If you have an interest in the Healthcare field you don’t want to miss this opportunity!

To view a list of attending organizations go to
www.sinclair.edu/services/career under “Upcoming Career Fairs” on the home page.

For more information:
Career Services Building 10, Room 10312
(937) 512-2772 | www.sinclair.edu/services/career
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